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Introduction
In what follows all spaces are Hausdorff, and K, A denote infinite cardinals. We will briefly say that X is ~-good if every Y c X is the union of K compact subsets, X is weakly K-good if every Y c X, 1 YI > K contains a compact 2 c Y with (ZI > K. In their paper [3] Bregman, Sapirovskij and Shostak prove that a K-good X has cardinality at most K'O (see Theorem 3) , and that 1x1 < K holds under different set theoretical assumptions (e.g. GCH). They attribute the problem to Arhangelskij and Sachmatov.
See [l] . The main aim of this paper is to prove the following in ZFC.
Theorem 1. 1x1 S K provided X is K-good.
We also prove that 1x1 c K holds provided X is only weakly K-good and the cardinal K is not 'too large'. In Section 1 we describe the proof of Theorem 1. The proof will be broken to lemmas which will be used in Section 2 as well, where we discuss the problem of weakly K-good spaces. 
Proof of Theorem 1
Let F', denote the set 9~ endowed with the product topology of D(K)"'.
Lemma 1. Assume X is weakly K-good, [XI> K and A. =S K+. Then there are, a Y c X and a bijection @ of Y onto Pn such that @ sends each compact subset of Y onto a closed subset of 4.
Note that if A" > K, Y is a weakly K-good space of cardinality >K as well. In the proof of Theorem 1 we will need the case A. = K+.
Proof. For each n < w and v E "?, we define a compact subset C, of X, 1 C, I> K, by induction on n as follows. CB is an arbitrary compact subset of X with l&l > K. Assume C, is defined for all Q, E "A in such a way that IC,I > K. Choose Definition. For f, g E "il write f <g iff {n E w: f (n) 2 g(n)} is finite.
Lemma 2. Assume o s t. Let A c Pn be a subset such that A is well-ordered by s defined above, and typ A( <) = r. Then A is either not closed or not t-dense in itself (in the topology of PA).
Proof. Assume indirectly that A is both closed and r-dense in itself. We define for n E IN an integer k, and functions gr E kn+'A for i G n by induction on n as follows.
Let h: be an arbitrary element of A, k0 = 0 and gi = ho 1 1. Assume gr: i <n has already been defined in such a way that for Ui"={f EA:f ((k,+l)=g;} we have ]Uy]=r forisn.
Let hz:: be an arbitrary element of A. By the assumption, we can choose hy:,' E Ul for i S n in such a way that hzz: < . . . < hz+l holds. Then there is an integer k,+i > k, such that X::(k,+,) < . . . < hiYfl(kz+J holds. Let g;" = h:+l 1 (k,+l + 1) for i =S n + 1.
As A is r-dense in itself, we have 1 Ul"l = z for i 6 n + 1 and the definition is complete. It follows now by induction on n that: (i) gr c g7" for i c n and for some S' c S, it is sufficient to see that S\S' is nonstationary. For each LY E S\S' choose a qa c fa such that @-I( Uqm n C) is nonstationary.
Then qa c fa, and range (CJJ~) c cx is finite. If we assume indirectly that S\S' is stationary, then by Fodor's theorem there is a Q, such qa = Q, for stationary many (E', a contradiction to the definition of qa. Now D is closed, K+-dense in itself (since it is even stationary-dense in itself) and well-ordered by -C in ordertype K+. By Lemma 2, this is not possible. 0
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume indirectly that X is K-good and IX] > K. By Lemma 1, applied with A = K+, every subset of P,+ is the union of K+ closed subsets of P,+. However, by Lemma 3, this is false for B. 0
Some results on weakly K-good spaces
Let us first mention that the following is the strongest possible generalization of Theorem 1.
(*)(K)

Assume X is an infinite Hausdorff space, IX] = K 2 co. Then there is a Y c X, (Y] = K such that all compact subspaces of Y have cardinality smaller than
We formulate a set of theoretical principle.
@)(A) PA contains a subset A = {fa: a < A"} such that for (Y < p < il'" there is an n E w with f,(n) < fp(n).
It follows from results of Shelah [6, Chapter XIII 0 51 that @)(A) holds provided cf(n) = o and A is smaller than the first fixed point of the K function, i.e., the smallest (Y with X, = LY. To be a little more explicit, let D be an ultrafilter on o and write f-KDgforf,gEWA
iff {nEw:f(n)<g(n)}ED.
It is proved in [6] that under the above conditions on A, there are an A={f,;a<A"} c PA and an ultrafilter D such that fa <b ffi for (Y < p < il"' and this is a much stronger statement than (o)(A).
Theorem 2. Assume (o)(h) holds for all w CA < K with cf(h) = w. Then (*)(K)
holds.
Corollary 1. If K is smaller than the first fixed point of the h" function then every weakly K-good Hausdorff space X has cardinality at most K.
To prove Theorem 2, we need the following.
Lemma 4. Assume 1x1 = K = K'" and A" < K for A < K. Then there is a Y c X, IY] = K such that Y has no compact subspace of size K.
Proof. This is essentially Theorem 3 of [3] . For the convenience of the reader we outline a proof. Let Y = {pm: (Y < K}. We may assume that Y has no subset of size K which is right separated or else we are home. Let now 2 be a compact subset of Y of size K.
Note that each initial segment of 2 is countably compact. Then, by Theorem 1 of [4] , (see also the remark on p. 61 in [4] ), Z is right separated, a contradiction. 0
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume IAl = K, and assume indirectly that all Y c K with (Y] = K contains a compact subspace of size K. It follows just like in the proof of Lemma 1 that K~ S 1x1 = K, hence K W=~. IfA"<Kfork<Kthenwearehome by Lemma 4. Hence il"' = K for some k < K. The minimal such h has cofinality o, hence we may assume cf(n) = o. By Lemma 1, then each subspace of size K of Pi contains a closed subset of size K. We will show that this can not be the case. We distinguish two cases. Case (i): A+ = K. It is well known and easy that by cf(n) = w, there is an A = {fn: ax < K} il" = K, we get that ]F(cu)] GA. for &Y< K. By Hajnal's set mapping theorem [5] and by A+ < K there is a subset Kc1 c K such that /3 $ F(a) for (Y, /3 E Kc, and p < LY. We may assume that 2" < K otherwise K = 2" and the theorem becomes trivial. Let K, c Ko, IK,I = (2")+. We define a partition @ of the pairs {(Y, p} E K, p < LY with countably many colours: @({NJ P>) = n @ II = min{m E w:fl(m) >f,(m)}, By the Erdiis-Rado theorem we have (2")+ -+ (0); and we get a sequence {Lyk: k < w}, a{,<. . . < a& < * * . and an n < w such that { LY,: k < o} is homogeneous for the partition @ in the colour 12, i.e., f,,(n) >f,,+,(n) for k < o. This is a contradiction to the indirect assumption. Cl
